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Climate change is predicted to increase the frequency and severity of
extreme events. However, the biological consequences of extremes remain
poorly resolved owing to their unpredictable nature and difficulty in
quantifying their mechanisms and impacts. One key feature delivering precipitation extremes is an atmospheric river (AR), a long and narrow filament
of enhanced water vapour transport. Despite recent attention, the biological
impacts of ARs remain undocumented. Here, we use biological data coupled
with remotely sensed and in situ environmental data to describe the role of
ARs in the near 100% mass mortality of wild oysters in northern
San Francisco Bay. In March 2011, a series of ARs made landfall within
California, contributing an estimated 69.3% of the precipitation within the
watershed and driving an extreme freshwater discharge into San Francisco
Bay. This discharge caused sustained low salinities (less than 6.3) that
almost perfectly matched the known oyster critical salinity tolerance and
was coincident with a mass mortality of one of the most abundant populations throughout this species’ range. This is a concern, because wild
oysters remain a fraction of their historical abundance and have yet to
recover. This study highlights a novel mechanism by which precipitation
extremes may affect natural systems and the persistence of sensitive species
in the face of environmental change.
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1. Introduction

Electronic supplementary material is available
online at https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.c.3575207.

There is growing concern for the increased prevalence and intensity of extreme
events under climate change [1,2]. Extremes such as heatwaves, drought, and
intense precipitation are more common under a warming climate. For example,
the European heatwave of summer 2003 was the hottest since year 1500 [3], and
anthropogenic climate change appears to have at least doubled the risk of an
extreme event of that magnitude [4]. In the USA, extreme precipitation events
have increased in frequency by approximately 33% over the last 100 years [5]
and in California, multi-model simulations suggest that by year 2100, both
intense drought and flooding may increase in frequency by at least 50% [6].
Warming is expected to intensify these extremes partly because of the physical
effects of warming on atmospheric conditions. The warming of air results in an
exponential increase in atmospheric water-holding capacity (Clausius –
Clapeyron equation; þ18C increases the moisture capacity of saturated air by
7%), which can facilitate extreme precipitation and provide greater latent
energy to drive storms [7]. Despite mounting evidence for the ongoing intensification of these extremes, the ecological consequences of such events remain
unclear, in part, due to the rarity of ecological data before and after these unpredictable events [8]. Although heatwaves and thermal stress have provided some
insights into the biological consequences of extremes (e.g. mass mortality, complex range shifts, community reorganization; [9–11]), our understanding of the
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within northern San Francisco Bay. This study provides the
first evidence for the biological consequences of ARs and highlights a new mechanism underlying precipitation extremes and
their subsequent ecological impacts.

2. Methods
(a) Study system

(b) Physical drivers
A key physical driver of the dynamics within estuaries is the
input of freshwater. To quantify freshwater influx into
San Francisco Bay, we used results from a widely applied
model (‘Dayflow’; see ‘Data accessibility’ for data sources) that
produces a daily average estimate of delta freshwater flow at
Chipps Island, CA (electronic supplementary material, appendix
S2). Noting the presence of an extreme freshwater discharge
event in late March 2011, we examined a database of AR
occurrence, focusing on water year 2011 (1 October 2010– 30 September 2011). This database uses remotely sensed water vapour
imagery to identify ARs, defined as long (more than 2 000 km)
and narrow (less than 1 000 km) corridors of enhanced water
vapour content (more than 2 g cm22; [13,16,38]). Water vapour
data are produced by special sensor microwave imager/sounders orbiting the Earth onboard Defense Meteorological
Satellite Programme satellites. From this database, we extracted
the occurrence of landfalling ARs that intersected the California
coast [32.5– 41.08N] and were present in either: the morning or
afternoon satellite pass on any given day (hereafter ‘AR1s’) or
present in both satellite passes (hereafter ‘AR2s’; [39]) prior to
the extreme discharge event. To describe patterns of precipitation
associated with ARs, we extracted data from 19 precipitation stations (electronic supplementary material, appendix S3)
located throughout the Sierra Nevada Mountain Range that comprise three indices located within the San Francisco Bay
watershed. We chose these stations because the combination of
high water vapour content (from ARs) directed towards elevated
terrain promotes heavy orographic precipitation (i.e. condensation of moisture-laden air that results in rain or snow). Each
index represents the northern, central, and southern portions of
the Sierra Nevada Mountain Range (i.e. ‘Northern Sierra 8’,
‘San Joaquin 5’, and the ‘Southern Sierra 6’). For this time
frame, we excluded two stations because of missing data
(appendix S3). We classified precipitation as ‘AR associated’ if
it fell on the same day as AR landfall plus one lag day.
We chose this approach because it ameliorates event splitting
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We combined remotely sensed and environmental time-series
data with biological sampling to describe drivers of oyster abundance and survival in northern San Francisco Bay (electronic
supplementary material, appendix S2). We focused on China
Camp State Park in Marin County, CA, because this location
has a robust water quality sampling programme, and this
region may be prone to extreme low salinity events because of
its position within the estuary. San Francisco Bay drains a vast
watershed, an area encompassing approximately 40% of California, resulting in substantial freshwater input through the
Sacramento – San Joaquin River Delta (hereafter ‘delta’; [35]).
Heightened freshwater flows from the delta into northern
San Francisco Bay can result in protracted low salinity events.
These events are highly seasonal, because a Mediterranean climate regime results in dry summer and autumn seasons,
whereas precipitation is largely concentrated in the winter,
followed by snowmelt discharge in the spring [35]. Both downscaled and global climate models for this region project high
interannual variability with future years of intense flooding as
well as years of drought [6,36,37].
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impacts of extreme precipitation events and their linkage to
climate change remain poorly resolved.
Recent work has revealed a critical role for atmospheric
rivers (ARs) in driving extreme precipitation events
[12 –16]. An AR is a long and narrow corridor of enhanced
water vapour that traverses the lower atmosphere. ARs are
responsible for more than 90% of the mid-latitude poleward
moisture flux on the Earth and are thus a critical component
of the global water cycle [15,16]. ARs and their associated
precipitation are global features that have been detected
across all continents [17,18]. In California, ARs deliver up
to one-half of the state’s entire annual precipitation over the
course of only 10 –15 days [19]. ARs have been linked to all
seven declared floods from 1996 to 2007 on California’s
Russian River [13] and in Britain, all 10 of the largest floods
since the 1970s were associated with ARs [20]. Climate
change is projected to increase the intensity and frequency
of ARs, as well as prolong the AR season [21,22]. Despite
this currently recognized importance of ARs in driving
extreme floods and influencing global water cycles, to the
best of our knowledge, no study has documented their
biological impacts.
A potential consequence of extreme or transient events is
the mass mortality of wild populations. Mass mortality
events (MMEs) are infrequent and substantial declines in
population size that occur on abrupt timescales. The likelihood of an MME is related to both the generation time of
the affected species and the frequency and magnitude of disturbance [23]. Species that undergo MMEs may require
decades to recover, and in extreme cases, MMEs may trigger
extinction vortices via environmental stochasticity or Allee
effects [24,25]. If MMEs affect foundation species, then
cascading effects throughout the biological community may
also arise. For example, the 1983–1984 mass mortality of
the herbivorous urchin Diadema antillarum throughout the
Caribbean has been linked to a subsequent phase shift from
coral- to algal-dominated tropical reef communities [26].
Moreover, the severity of MMEs among avian, fish, and
marine invertebrate taxa appears to be increasing [27], highlighting the need to clarify their causes and patterns
of occurrence.
MMEs may be a significant hurdle to the conservation
and restoration of coastal marine organisms such as oysters,
which are foundation species that provide numerous ecosystem functions (e.g. filtration, habitat creation, benthic –pelagic
coupling; [28,29]). Over the last century, wild populations of
native oysters in the USA, Olympia oysters (Ostrea lurida) on
the western coast, and eastern oysters (Crassostrea virginica)
on the eastern and southern coasts, have undergone an 88%
decline in biomass and a 64% decline in oyster bed areal
extent [30]. This decline was largely driven by overfishing
and habitat degradation [31,32]. On the west coast of the
USA, the Olympia oyster is the focus of restoration efforts,
but populations remain a fraction of what they once were.
One of the most abundant populations of Olympia oysters
resides in northern San Francisco Bay, California (CA),
USA, where at times, densities may be an order of magnitude
greater than elsewhere within San Francisco Bay and in other
estuaries (electronic supplementary material, appendix S1;
[33,34]). Here, we integrate remotely sensed, environmental
time series, and field observational data to describe the contribution of ARs to an extreme low salinity event and the
consequent near 100% mass mortality of wild Olympia oysters
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We integrated physical data with biological monitoring data
from three sources. First, we monitored three field sites within
China Camp (electronic supplementary material, appendix S2;
Rat Rock, Village North, and Weber Point), which are located
within 0.3– 1.0 km of the water quality sonde described above.
We visited each site every three months from October 2009 to
July 2011. We used a hierarchical sampling protocol because of
extremely high oyster densities at the beginning of the census.
For each site and time point, we randomly selected nine
0.25 m2 quadrats in the intertidal zone (three quadrats each at
0.0, 0.05, and 0.1 m mean lower low water, MLLW). Within
each quadrat, we quantified oyster abundance and size within
three smaller 10  10 cm quadrats haphazardly deployed on
hard substrate within the larger quadrat. To complement the previous dataset, we monitored a fourth site within China Camp
(Bullhead Flat; electronic supplementary material, appendix S2)
at least every four months from December 2009 to May 2014.
For this dataset, we quantified the number of oysters within 10
of 0.063 m2 quadrats that we randomly distributed along a
30 m transect at 0.0 m MLLW. For each quadrat, we measured
the longest shell length of the first 10 oysters encountered. If
the quadrat did not contain at least 50% hard substrate, then
the quadrat was shifted along the transect until this condition
was met. We report only oyster size frequency data from Bullhead Flat because this was the longest time series available;

(d) Statistics
We used extreme value analysis [43] to estimate the return time
of discharge events greater than or equal to the event coincident with oyster mass mortality. Given a sufficiently long
time series, a return time estimates the expected time between
extremes. We used extreme value analysis because it accounts
for the fact that the distribution of extreme events may have
‘heavy tails’ (decaying at a slower rate than expected) and is
preferable to approaches that use error distributions (e.g.
gamma, lognormal) that may underestimate the occurrence of
extremes [44]. Because the available salinity data only span 9
years, we used Dayflow data from 1929 to 2014 (86 years)
for analysis. We used a ‘block maxima’ approach to calculate
the return times of maximum discharge over annual blocks.
Autocorrelation plots indicated that annual maximum discharge was independent between successive years, meeting
an assumption of this statistical approach. For this time
series, we evaluated the fit of the data to generalized extreme
value distributions (i.e. Gumbel, Fréchet, and Weibull), using
confidence intervals from the profiled likelihood. We then estimated the return time for the observed 2011 maximum
discharge (¼6 190 m3 s21). We evaluated the assumption of stationarity by regressing year and annual maximum discharge
and found no evidence of a temporal trend (F1,84 ¼ 0.91, p ¼
0.34). We conducted all analyses, using R [45] and the
packages ‘extRemes’ and ‘ggplot2’.

3. Results
(a) Physical drivers
An extreme delta discharge event began on 16 March 2011
and subsequently peaked on 26 March 2011 with a flow of
6 190 m3 s21, as compared with the annual median discharge
of 560 m3 s21. In March 2011, three AR2s and 10 AR1s (last
AR2 shown in figure 1a) were associated with 37.0% and
32.3% of the total precipitation measured at all stations for
that month, respectively (figure 1b). In contrast, in January
and February 2011, zero AR2s and 10 AR1s made landfall
with little observed precipitation (electronic supplementary
material, appendix S5). For the entire 2010–2011 winter
season (November–March), AR2s were observed on 20
occasions (most arriving in early winter), in comparison
with an average of 9.4 per winter from 1998 to 2011 [38].
Multi-decadal precipitation records indicate that water year
2011 was above average for total precipitation and March
continued this trend, with 2011 ending as the ninth wettest
year (out of 94 years) for the Northern Sierra 8 index
(figure 1c). This pattern was consistent for the Central and
Southern Sierra precipitation indices where 2011 was the
fifth and seventh wettest year on record, respectively (electronic supplementary material, appendix S6). This extreme
discharge event resulted in sustained low salinity at China
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(c) Biological monitoring

however; size data were collected from the other sites, which
exhibited similar patterns. Lastly, we measured oyster recruitment at Bullhead Flat, using 10.8  10.8 cm ceramic tiles that
acted as settlement surfaces for recruits. We deployed the tiles
facing downward on polyvinyl chloride (PVC) frames at 0.0 m
MLLW. We recovered these tiles every three months between
2012 and 2013 and monthly in 2014 for a total of 16 sampling
events and 89 tiles (three to six tiles per time point, mean ¼ 5.6
tiles). After recovery, we counted recruits, using dissecting
microscopes in the laboratory. For all oyster data, we report
and plot abundances as counts m22.
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(i.e. when an AR begins on one day and ends on the next) and
because this is an appropriate duration when considering the
relationship between precipitation and subsequent river discharge [40]. Finally, this approach is consistent with other
studies examining ARs and their hydrological effects in western
USA [19,40]. Precipitation falling on any other day was classified
as ‘non-AR’. To place water year 2011 into a broader context of precipitation, we accessed a multi-decadal (93–102 years) dataset of
cumulative monthly precipitation for the same indices described
above (using all 19 stations).
To examine the local effects of precipitation on salinity and
other environmental conditions (i.e. temperature, pHNBS, dissolved oxygen), we used National Estuarine Research Reserve
System (NERRS) long-term monitoring data. We accessed data
from 2009 to 2014 (coinciding with biological sampling described
below) collected by a multi-parameter sonde (6600 series, YSI
Incorporated, OH, USA) positioned 0.25 m above the seafloor
(1.2 m average depth) at China Camp State Park (electronic supplementary material, appendix S2). In situ water quality
measurements taken during regular site visits indicate that the
sonde data are representative of conditions experienced at the
monitoring sites described below (BS Cheng 2016, unpublished
data). The sonde logged data every 15 min and was calibrated
monthly and data was passed through NERRS quality assurance
and control. Because tidal flows can influence the salinity regime
and alter the duration of low salinity events [41], we also
extracted observed sea-level data from a nearby tide gauge
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Station
9414863).
In order to relate the environmental time-series data to oyster
demography, we collated oyster physiological tolerance and performance data from the published literature. This information
describes the environmental conditions over which oysters are
able to persist in response to: water/air temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, and pH (electronic supplementary material,
appendix S4). In particular, we extracted an estimate of minimum salinity tolerance (Scrit) from Cheng et al. [42], who
subjected San Francisco Bay oysters to low salinity treatments
of varying magnitudes (salinities ¼ 5, 10, 15, 33) and duration
(1– 8 days).
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Figure 1. Atmospheric river (AR) occurrence and associated precipitation. (a) Atmospheric water vapour (ascending satellite pass) over the Pacific Ocean on 20 March
2011. Note the land falling AR on the western USA within the white box. (b) Total precipitation at 17 precipitation stations throughout the Sierra Nevada Mountain
Range in March 2011. AR1s refer to ARs observed in either the morning or afternoon satellite pass. AR2s refer to ARs observed in both satellite passes. Precipitation is
attributed to ARs if it fell on the date of landfall or the next day. Open bars refer to non-AR precipitation. Arrows refer to specific dates of AR2 landfall. (c) Monthly
cumulative precipitation totals for the ‘North Sierra 8’ index from 1921 to 2014. Each line represents the cumulative precipitation trajectory for a single year. Red line is
the year 2011 and the black line is the average cumulative precipitation for all years. Note the abrupt increase in precipitation in March 2011.

Camp that almost perfectly matched the critical salinity for
oysters, which occurred during neap tides (electronic
supplementary material, appendix S4 and S7). Salinity
remained below 6.3 for eight continuous days, except for a
brief excursion to 8.4 for 1 h 45 min (electronic supplementary material, appendix S7). Other potential stressors, such
as air and water temperature, dissolved oxygen, and pH
were well within oyster tolerance limits during this time
period (electronic supplementary material, appendix S8).
Extreme value analysis indicated that the annual maximum discharge data were best fit by a Fréchet distribution
(figure 4, shape parameter ¼ 0.246, 95% CI ¼ 0.0035–0.65).
This model estimated a 3 year return time for a discharge
of 6 126 m3 s21 (95% CI ¼ 4 961 –7 291 m3 s21), which closely
approximates the discharge in 2011 that resulted in oyster
mass mortality.

(b) Biological monitoring
Immediately prior to the extreme low salinity event, mean
oyster counts ranged between 918 and 2 000 m22 across sites.
However, between sampling events in January and April
2011, oyster populations exhibited declines of 90%, 84%, 94%,
and 90% at Bullhead Flat, Rat Rock, Village North, and
Weber Point, respectively (figure 2c). During surveys in April
2011, we observed decomposing oyster tissue and gaping
shells at all sites, indicative of recent mortality. By July 2011
at the same sites, oyster populations were even further reduced
with 100%, 97%, 99%, and 99% mortality, respectively. In the
following years, oyster abundance remained effectively zero
at Bullhead Flat until November 2013 when oyster counts
exceeded 1 600 oysters m22 (figure 2c). Size frequency distributions prior to the 2011 event revealed a large spread in
oyster sizes, suggesting multiple recruitment classes and
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Figure 2. Time series of (a) delta outflow, (b) salinity measured at China Camp State Park, and (c) oyster density (mean + standard error (s.e.)) at four sites within
China Camp. Data from Rat Rock, Village North, and Weber Point were collected from October 2009 to July 2011. Bullhead Flat data were collected from December
2009 to May 2014. Shaded regions in (b) and (c) refer to the extreme discharge event and are plotted in electronic supplementary material, appendix S7 for a closer
inspection of the salinity time series and tidal height.

survival of larger and presumably older individuals (figure 3).
However, in 2012, the few oysters recorded alive were less than
30 mm in size, suggesting recent recruitment to the population
(figure 3). The numerical recovery of oysters was coincident
with recruitment beginning in July 2013, followed by substantial oyster recruitment in the summer of 2014 (electronic
supplementary material, appendix S9).

4. Discussion
Climate change is expected to increase the frequency and
severity of extreme events [1,2], with theory predicting that
extreme precipitation events should intensify because of
increased evaporation and greater atmospheric water-holding
capacity [46]. However, the biological impacts of precipitation extremes are difficult to quantify because of the
unpredictable nature of such events. ARs have emerged as
a key process that contributes to precipitation extremes
[13,14], but the biological impacts of these broad-scale features have not been described. Here, we document the
occurrence of ARs with the mass mortality of wild oysters
in northern San Francisco Bay. In March 2011, ARs contributed to extreme precipitation, coincident with high freshwater
flows through the delta, resulting in sustained low salinities at China Camp (figures 1 and 2). Correlated with this

extreme low salinity event, oyster abundance at northern
San Francisco Bay sites declined by 97 –100% (figure 2).
Time-series data revealed that the salinity exposure almost
perfectly matched the lower limit of oyster salinity tolerance
(figure 2; [42]). In contrast, air and water temperatures, dissolved oxygen, and pH values remained well within known
tolerance limits (electronic supplementary material, appendix
S4 and S8). While this appears to be strong evidence for the
role of ARs in contributing to the MME of wild oysters, we
also note that these observations are correlative in nature.
Further documentation of AR occurrence with discharge
events is needed to validate the role of these features in
driving environmental extremes and their impacts on biota.
Wild native oysters have experienced significant population declines over the last century and are therefore the
focus of restoration and conservation efforts throughout the
USA [49]. For Olympia oysters, recruitment is sporadic and
in addition to eutrophication and substrate limitation, poor
and variable recruitment is a contributing factor in the
failed recovery of this species [50–52]. Extreme events may
magnify the effects of poor recruitment, given that environmental extremes are projected to increase in frequency and
intensity [2]. The northern San Francisco Bay population of
oysters at China Camp represents the most abundant stock
of Olympia oysters in San Francisco Bay ( possibly throughout the species range; electronic supplementary material,
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Figure 3. The impact of the low salinity event on oyster size frequency distributions at Bullhead Flat, China Camp. Size frequency data are binned by sample year
from 1 March to 28 February, which separates the oyster data before and after the low salinity event. The low salinity event resulted in near 100% mortality of the
population, but a small number of oysters were measured later in 2011. 2010 and 2011 had greater sampling than other years, so we randomly excluded a small
number of sampling events to standardize sampling effort in the years before and after the low salinity event (2 and 1 sampling events excluded from 2010 and
2011, respectively). Sample size ¼ number of quadrats.

appendix S1), and an MME of this population may have significantly reduced a source of oyster recruits to other parts of
San Francisco Bay. Oysters appeared to have numerically
recovered to pre-disturbance levels by November 2013,
most likely rescued by other oyster populations within the
estuary (e.g. South San Francisco Bay). However, they have
yet to reach the broad size distribution of the population
prior to the event (figure 3), suggesting that the reproductive
potential of this population has yet to recover given that
oyster reproductive output scales with age and size [53].
On the one hand, a 3 year return time for extreme low salinity
events in northern San Francisco Bay initially suggests that
this region may be suboptimal habitat for oysters, potentially
acting as a population sink. However, Olympia oysters from
San Francisco Bay are capable of first reproduction at four to
eight months of age [54,55] and if able to persist, this population may act as a large source of recruits to other sites
within the estuary. The potential significance of this population is compounded by evidence indicating that the
region may contain oyster abundances much greater than
typically found in other estuaries (electronic supplementary
material, appendix S1; [33,34]). Climate change may alter
these potential source –sink dynamics if flood events and
extreme low salinities become more common, as is predicted
by multi-model projections [6].

The proximate mechanism of this oyster MME was most
likely the prolonged exposure to low salinity conditions.
Oysters are osmoconformers (i.e. internal osmolality matches
ambient conditions) and will first respond to low salinity conditions by sealing their mantle cavities from the external
environment [56]. Prolonged valve closure is accompanied
by metabolic depression and a switch to anaerobic metabolism [57]. However, this capacity is time limited by
organismal tolerance of asphyxia and metabolic waste products [57]. Therefore, oysters are capable of tolerating shortterm low salinity fluctuations but not prolonged low salinity
extremes, such as the event recorded in March 2011. Oyster
mortality from large-scale physical features (e.g. tropical
cyclones) has been documented for wild eastern oysters
(C. virginica), a species that appears to have greater tolerance
to low salinity than Olympia oysters [58,59]. For example,
Munroe et al. [58] observed that more than 20 days of salinity
less than 7 was required for eastern oyster mortality of 55%.
In contrast, Olympia oysters are only able to tolerate 8 days
of salinities less than 6.3 [42]. This greater tolerance for low
salinity by eastern oysters may have arisen due to selection,
perhaps because cyclones and precipitation-driven salinity
extremes are prominent recurring features of the western
Atlantic Ocean. In contrast, eastern Pacific Ocean cyclone
landfall in the USA is rare [60], and low salinity extremes
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Figure 4. Time series of daily delta outflow (DayFlow) from 1929 to 2014. The dotted line marks the 2011 delta outflow that was coincident with oyster mass
mortality. The 2006 extreme discharge event was caused by an AR that made landfall on 29 – 31 December 2005 [47] with delta outflow peaking on 3 January
2006. This discharge most likely caused salinity at China Camp to exceed lethal oyster limits as in 2011. The 1997 discharge event was driven by a Pacific cyclone and
an accompanying AR that made landfall in California from 31 December 1996 to 1 January 1997 [48] with delta outflow peaking on 3 January 1997.

are less frequent and of relatively short duration [42]. These
high salinity regimes may have resulted in little selection
for prolonged low salinity tolerance, when compared with
oysters within the genus Crassostrea. San Francisco Bay may
be the exception for Olympia oysters, largely because of the
vast watershed that the estuary drains. In response, oysters
from northern San Francisco Bay appear to be locally adapted
to modest exposures of low salinity [54], but relatively intolerant of prolonged and extreme low salinity as seen here.
Understanding the capacity for these populations to adapt
to changing environmental conditions represents a key challenge for biologists attempting to forecast species responses
to climate change.
ARs have emerged as a key process that can drive extreme
precipitation and subsequent flooding across the globe. On the
west coast of the USA, extreme precipitation events appear to
be largely driven by ARs [13,19] that are expected to intensify
in response to greenhouse gas emissions [21,22]. Notably, the
low salinity event in March 2011 occurred within the context
of an already wet year, which was associated with a high frequency of winter AR occurrence. Evidence suggests that the
ARs during the winter 2010–2011 were slightly weaker than
the average during 1998–2011 [38]. Instead, it appears that
the anomalously high frequency of winter AR occurrence led
to heavy cumulative precipitation, which was correlated with
large-scale atmospheric conditions (i.e. the Arctic Oscillation
and the Pacific–North American teleconnection pattern;
[38]). The wet conditions of early winter 2010–2011 likely created highly saturated soils, increasing the discharge potential
of AR-associated precipitation later in March 2011 [12]. Historically, ARs have been correlated with extreme delta discharge
events that surpassed the level seen in March 2011. In early
January of 1997 and 2006, ARs [47,48] were associated with
peak delta discharges over 16 000 m3 s21 and 10 000 m3 s21,
respectively (figure 4). Although we lack quantitative oyster
data from 1997 to 2006, high relative abundance at China
Camp was recorded in 2003 [61]. By November 2006, China
Camp oyster presence/absence surveys revealed no living
oysters and many shell remains indicative of recent mortality
[62], possibly a result of the AR-driven extreme freshwater discharge in January 2006. During that time, we also observed

widespread mortalities of sessile invertebrates throughout
much of San Francisco Bay [63]. Although the ecological
impacts of ARs are difficult to measure because of their unpredictable landfall, coastal ecosystems such as estuaries may be
‘hotspots’ for examining such impacts because their watersheds collect and concentrate AR precipitation across a wide
geographical area (i.e. the watershed).

5. Conclusion
Extreme events are predicted to be more prevalent under
climate change. However, understanding the ecological consequences of such extremes is hindered by their unpredictable
nature. We highlight a new mechanism by which precipitation
extremes appear to affect a sensitive species, contributing to
the near 100% mass mortality of wild oysters in northern
San Francisco Bay. We estimate that ARs were associated
with 69.3% of the precipitation during the run up to an extreme
discharge event into the estuary. This discharge resulted in a
protracted low salinity event that exceeded the critical low salinity tolerance for wild Olympia oysters. Several years after the
MME, although oysters recovered numerically, their reproductive output has likely not reached pre-disturbance levels
because of their small size. This is significant because this
population may be the most dense and abundant stock
throughout the species range. In the long term, the persistence
of oysters in northern San Francisco Bay will likely depend on
dispersal and rescue effects by other oyster populations within
the estuary. However, climate models suggest that this region
will experience increased frequency and intensity of precipitation extremes [6,36,37], which may affect the persistence of
this recovering population.
For the MME described here, we used a substantial
amount of publicly available data. The need for time-series
data to describe causal mechanisms of MMEs highlights the
importance of environmental monitoring networks and publicly available data in understanding the effects of global
environmental change. However, physical monitoring is
most powerful when accompanied by standardized sampling
of biological communities. Long-term monitoring networks
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